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Yankee
Publishing

ALMANAC,
BOOKS &
CALENDARS

Old Farmer's Almanac books and calendars are
popular stocking stuffers as well as great under-the-tree gifts at this time of year.
We are happy to offer to our fellow NCEO members a 25% discount with code ESOP on
The 2023 Old Farmer's Almanac Classic Edition (231st year); The Old Farmer's Almanac for
Kids, Vol. 9 (most recent); the extremely popular Vegetable Gardener's Handbook (fifth
printing); the hardbound 2023 Planner; the tear-off page-per-day Everyday box calendar;
and our four colorful, information-packed wall calendars: Gardening (46th year), Moon,
Weather, and Country.
This special discount is available for bulk orders (no minimum) by NCEO ESOPs
themselves for gift bags or the like or individual orders from any EO of an NCEO member
ESOP. Please order early for best selection and guaranteed delivery. Happy Holidays to all
from The Old Farmer's Almanac!
You can order them here.

Text and images from Yankee Publishing.
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TALL, DARK &
HANDSOME BLEND

Paramount Coffee

Rich, bold, and dark roasted with a
uniquely smooth finish. Joe Tall, Dark
and Handsome was developed by
Paramount Coffee's CEO and Master
Roaster, Brazilian-born, Angelo
Oricchio. Get it here...while it's hot.
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Image from Paramount Coffee.
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West Paw

TOPPL XL
Something to sink your teeth into.
West Paw's best-selling customizable puzzle and
treat toy is designed to be filled with a dog's favorite
kibble or treats. Toppl's soft, rounded inner 'teeth'
contain a contoured cavity to hold treats in place until
your dog nudges them out. To change up the
challenge, simply connect the XL and Large or Small
and Large together. Get it here.
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Text and images from West Paw.
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's Pick
Corey

The gift of knowledge
Berrett-Koeheler (BK)
Publishers is an independent
publisher that seeks to connect
people and ideas to create a
world that works for all. The
NCEO most recently published
"Ownership: Reinventing
Companies, Capitalism, and
Who Owns What" with BK, and
their selection of publications
spans topics from business
development to happiness!
You can browse BerrettKoeheler's selection here, and
order this publication here.
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NCEO
FEATURED
PUBLICATION

King Arthur
Baking Co.

SOURDOUGH
CRACKERS
Image: King Arthur Baking Company.

A different way to use sourdough starter, these crackers are easy to make and
unbelievably tasty! A fun family activity for a homemade savory treat, but good luck
having any left for later ;) These are even better with a super sour (hungry) starter or
even forgotten for a couple days in the fridge. Get creative with toppings like Everything
Bagel seasoning, fresh rosemary, garlic, or even red pepper flakes for a snack that
bites back!
View the recipe (and more) here.
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HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

from Taylor Guitars

Image: Taylor Guitars.

Taylor Guitars has you covered with gorgeous guitars—the perfect gift
for the music lovers in your life. Their gift guide breaks down some of
their offerings by size and price, and you can learn more about their
craftsmanship and their story here.
Pictured: The PS12ce 12-Fret Honduran Rosewood Guitar.
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THE BROTHERS' WAR
COMMANDER SET

Card Kingdom
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Card Kingdom has all your needs for Magic: The Gathering card
collecting! Choose from singles, sealed decks, or use their MTG Deck
Builder -- our Senior Research and Data Analyst Nathan's favorite is
their Brothers' War Commander Sets.
Get the Brothers' War Commander Sets here.
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Bob's
Red Mill

OVERNIGHT
OATS KIT

Image: Bob's Red Mill.

Our Senior Director of Events Jaymie Oviedo makes "Employee-Owned Overnight
Oats" Every. Single. Day.
You can follow Jaymie's recipe below, and check out more recipes on their site.
40g Bob's Red Mill Old Fashioned Oats
1 scoop vanilla protein powder of choice
1 tsp ground flax or pumpkin seeds
3/4 c. vanilla unsweetened almond milk of choice
1) Soak overnight
2) Top with berries or nut butter
3) Support EO with breakfast!
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The
Duckhorn
Portfolio
DUCKHORN VINEYARDS
RED + WHITE
MERLOT/SAUVIGNON
BLANC GIFT SET
Image: Duckhorn Portfolio.

Celebrate the season with a gift every wine drinker will be happy to receive — the Red
and White gift set from Duckhorn Vineyards. This curated pairing features Duckhorn's
world-class Merlot and Sauvignon Blanc, ready to gift in elegant packaging.
Start the celebration here -- Duckhorn is offering $5 Flat Rate Shipping on all orders
through the end of 2022, no code required.
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Moog Music

MOTHER-32
Synth your way through the holidays.
Are other instruments too conventional for the music
maker in your life? Consider one of the many
offerings from renowned Moog Music.
Headquartered in Asheville, North Carolina, Moog
handmakes a wide variety of synthesizers and
electronic instruments, inspired by their namesake,
the founder of modern music synthesizers Bob Moog.

If their flagship Matriarch synthesizer is on the
pricey side, you might opt for the Mother-32 as an
intro to modular synthesis. Or, for the even more
adventurous, their collection of theremins is
unmatched. Explore more here.
Images from Moog.

W.W. Norton

BOOKS & TEXTBOOKS

For the readers on your list.
Looking for another employeeowned publisher to satisfy the
bibliophiles in your life? W.W.
Norton publishes a wide variety
of fiction, history, and more, with
a selection sure to satisfy even
the pickiest of readers.
NCEO Communications
Director Tim Garbinsky is
particularly fond of their critical
editions which add pertinent and
thought provoking essays to the
classics, even further enriching
the experience (think Albert
Camus writing about The
Brothers Karamazov).
Check out their selection here.
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Images from W.W. Norton.

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS
from the

let's get in touch
The National Center for Employee Ownership (NCEO)
440 N. Barranca Ave #3554
Covina, CA 91723
Does your employee-owned company have a product
that you'd like to showcase? Please email a PNG, a
short description, and a link to your product to
membership@nceo.org -- we'd love to feature it on our
social media channels and in next year's guide!
Questions? Please contact membership@nceo.org.

